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OBJECTIVE

METHODOLOGY
A sample of 90 OBC students, professors, and followers of the official OBC's FB page (both

1. To determine why Oxford Business College,
which has 410 000 Facebook followers and
publishes on average 1.6 posts per day
(calculated on a sample of 54 posts in the period
between July and August 2021), has a very low
number of likes per post.
2. To understand how Facebook page affects
emotion change and behavioural engagement.
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CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

RESULTS

Based on the eye-tracking behavioural neurometrics and emotion analysis, a

Table 1. Obtained neurometrics using eye-tracking device.

re-design is desirable as the material presented is not as visually appealing
to be effectively catching the attention immediately:
It takes more than 20 seconds to notice any post on the OBC's FB page
Regardless of the post type, subjects spent on average 1 second looking
at the post
A higher number of fixations within the FB posts containing longer text
and image when compared to posts with a shorter text attributed to the
fact that naturally, people use more fixations for reading a longer text
Time (s)

Figure 2. Emotional valence while browsing through OBC's
Facebook page.

Table 2. Survey results.

(Buari and Md-Isa, 2020)
A relatively small number of subjects who fixated on the post actually
saw the content
The discrepancy between survey and eye-tracking results highlights the
issues of traditional research methods focused on surveys and group
discussions
In-depth emotional analysis showed higher intensity of negative emotion and
aversiveness towards the seen material, particularly when looking at the
general information about the OBC, FB posts with long text and image as
well as FB posts with short text and image and posts with image only.
Detected emotions of sadness, puzzlement, surprise, and fear can be
attributed to the discrepancy between the image and text within one post.

Figure 3. Mood intensity while browsing through OBC's
Figure 1. Heat map showing general distribution of gaze

Facebook page.
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Namely, in most instances, the images used did not reflect the main
message of the text.

